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ABSTRACT

The market share that an airline companies has, depends on the marketing process of its products and services. Adopting untraditional ways of marketing can be one of the key factors towards achieving success for these companies. This research aims at clarifying the impact that guerrilla marketing can play as an untraditional marketing tool for increasing the market share of EgyptAir Airlines. By adopting guerrilla marketing, EgyptAir's tickets can be marketed in a unique, interesting and a low cost way, and as a result the company's market share will be increased. This research presents an investigation into the guerrilla marketing concept, its role and the extent of its adoption in EgyptAir Airlines. The research depended on primary data through carrying out interviews with eighteen members of the marketing and sales department at the senior management of EgyptAir Airlines. The research also depended on utilising different sources of secondary data related to its subject. The findings have revealed that guerrilla marketing is not widely adopted on EgyptAir Airlines except for the use of some signs, hoardings and logos' models of EgyptAir and Star Alliance in airports. The findings have also revealed that digital marketing is the marketing method that EgyptAir Airline basically depends on. Therefore, the research recommends adopting guerrilla marketing in EgyptAir Airlines to act as an ancillary form of marketing alongside the digital marketing and the other marketing practices that are already adopted in EgyptAir Airlines so that the market share of the company can be increased.

Introduction

The current competitiveness in the business environment is having a strong impact on the travel industry (Abdul-Hamid, 2011). Effective marketing tools have become an imperative necessity for confronting the stiff competition amongst airline companies (Shaw, 2007). Some airline companies have become very keen on adopting compelling marketing tools for attracting a large number of passengers and realising a genuine increase in their sales (Kotler, 2001; Kanagal, 2015). Guerrilla marketing is...
one of the effective marketing tools that brings about an apparent outcome for companies' sales with the lowest possible marketing costs (Yuniarto et al., 2020). It depends basically on utilising new advertising ideas instead of traditional or expected ones (Khare, 2017). This research investigates into the impact that guerrilla marketing has as an untraditional marketing tool for increasing the market share of EgyptAir Airline; the flag carrier of Egypt.

The research's core problem lies in finding a balance between guerrilla marketing practices, and the capability of EgyptAir Airlines in adopting them for increasing its market share in a unique cheap way. Therefore, carrying out a research combining those two variables is key.

The importance of research focuses on the guerrilla marketing and the extent of its implementation in EgyptAir Airline.

The research aims to clarify the guerrilla marketing concept, shed light on its importance and practices, measure the level of its adoption in EgyptAir Airline, and finally provide a set of suggestions and recommendations about its adoption in EgyptAir Airline.

Regarding the significance of adopting guerrilla marketing in EgyptAir Airline for increasing its market share, this research poses the following questions:

a- What are the most common marketing tools adopted in EgyptAir Airlines?

b- What are the most effective marketing tools that achieved a real increase in the market share of EgyptAir Airline?

c- Does EgyptAir adopt guerrilla marketing as an untraditional low-cost way for increasing its market share?

d- If "no", what are the reasons impeding the adoption of guerrilla marketing in EgyptAir Airlines?

e- If you will apply guerrilla marketing for increasing the market share of EgyptAir Airlines, what kind of advertising messages you will depend on?

f- What are the benefits that EgyptAir Airlines can get in its market share by adopting guerrilla marketing?

**Literature Review**

**1- The concept and emergence of guerrilla marketing:**

The use of the word; guerrilla; sometimes spelt as guerilla, was chiefly associated with military ruses and political manipulations (Williams, 2018). It originally came from the Spanish word "guerra", which means War (Wendland, 2016). As a result, the term; guerrilla warfare appeared to refer to gangs' war (Airbowo & Risman, 2020). Cambridge advanced learner's dictionary (2005) mentioned to the word; guerrilla as "political actions that aim to make attacks on foes through ploys". On the other side, the dictionary referred to guerrilla when it comes as an adjective, as "the use of unfamiliar low-cost ways to attract people's interest in new products or services".

https://jaauth.journals.ekb.eg/
Guerrilla marketing was first introduced in 1983 by the American business writer; Jay Conrad Levinson, in his book entitled; *Guerrilla Marketing* (Levinson, 1984). Instead of extensive marketing campaigns that other forms of marketing depend on, guerrilla marketing utilises unexpected communications, interactions and/or surprises on streets and public places for marketing a certain product or service (Maragolis & Garrigan, 2008; Das et al., 2019; Gedik, 2020). It focuses on the distraction of people by diverting their attention to an unexpected kind of advertisement (Adizova et al., 2011). The untraditional advertising messages of guerrilla marketing give a greater chance for a business success, as it is keen on the long-lasting image of the advertisement in people's minds (Ay et al., 2010; Takwi et al., 2020). Guerrilla marketing depends on low-cost advertisements (Katke, 2016) that are based on the human psychological factor for paying people's attention to unfamiliar or shocking advertising messages for increasing the tendency in buying the product and talking about it with others (Saraf & Joseph, 2019; Ahmed et al., 2020). Therefore, it can be inferred that guerrilla marketing depends also on the word of mouth amongst people after sending the advertising message to them (Nufer, 2013a; Tam & Khuong 2015). Guerrilla marketing can play a positive impact on the purchasing decision of consumers depending on the uniqueness, directness, unexpectedness, artistic taste and sense of humour of its advertising message (Powrani & Kennedy, 2018). As mentioned before, it is very cost-effective, so small and medium-sized enterprises utilises it due to their limited financial resources (Yüksekbilgili, 2014). However, large organisations are now adopting guerrilla marketing to raise people's awareness of their brands as well as to emphasise their level of competition in the market (Sajoy, 2013; Akandere, 2014). Instances of guerrilla marketing campaigns are organised by different famous large companies. They include for instance, when the Polish beer brand; Tyskie, hung the image of its Tyskie beer glass on a shop's door and utilised the real door's handle to act as the beer glass's handle. Nestle promoted its Kit Kat chocolate depending on guerrilla marketing, when it utilised a large model of this chocolate bar to act as a seat in a public garden (Jurčić, 2017). Unilever Company utilised an enlarged picture of its Lipton tea bag to act as a shopping bag (Onurlubaş, 2017). McDonald's also depended on guerrilla marketing when it utilised a huge model of its famous crisps to act as a speed hump and as a pedestrian crossing on the way leading to McDonald's (Choudhury, 2019).

2- Central Points of guerrilla marketing:
Guerrilla marketing is dependent on some tools represented in other forms of marketing, so it can send its marketing message in an interesting way (Nufer, 2013b). These other forms of marketing include ambient marketing, sensory or sensation marketing, buzz marketing, viral marketing and ambush marketing (Ujwala, 2012), as indicated in the following points:
Fig. 1. Central Points of Guerrilla Marketing  
Source: (Ujwala, 2012)

a- **Ambient marketing:** it is that form of marketing that depends on the communication and reaction of persons towards an unusual way of advertising for a certain product or service in a not expected place (Shelton et al., 2016). The core of its success is highly dependent on the uniqueness, innovation, creativity, surprise and even hilarity of its advertising message (Othman, 2020). Its fundamental role is to catch people's attention to the offered product or service, so that they can accept it, interact with it and transfer it to others (Sorrentino, 2020).

b- **Sensory marketing:** it is that form of marketing that depends on the communication with people through their five senses; hearing, sight, smell, taste and touch, in its advertising campaign (Erenkol & Ak, 2015). The fundamental goal of sensory marketing is to convey a message to the customer depending on the interest creation, the buying temptation, and the relationship creation between both of the customer and the product/service (Dissabandara & Dissanayake, 2019). It is an effective way to look for customers and convince them to buy the offered product or service by providing them a part of experiencing it (Jiménez-Marín et al. 2019).

c- **Buzz marketing/Viral marketing:** it is that form of marketing that depends on paying people's attention to a certain product/service and motivating them to talk about it either by word of mouth or sharing information about it through different forms of social media (Miller & Lammas, 2010; Lekhanya, 2014, Soundararaj et al., 2015; Campbell et al., 2017). The fundamental goal of buzz marketing is to boost people's awareness of the product or service and spread it through the feeling of excitement, energy and pleasure (Hashem, 2021).

d- **Ambush marketing:** it is that form of marketing that exploits a big or major event e.g. a major football match, as a path for advertising products or services against other competitors without paying any advertising costs (Gulati, 2016). It emerged from the violent competition amongst companies, and as a result the fundamental goal of companies is to ambush their sponsor rivals in important
events by giving a remark of their slogan or logo without being an official sponsor to that event (Johnson, 2020; Tomanek, 2020).

According to Hutter and Hoffmann (2011), guerrilla marketing depends basically on the surprise, diffusion and low cost effects, as follow:

a- Customers can be surprised when their eyes are caught to a certain advertising message because of its unexpected guerrilla way that depends on sensory marketing and ambient marketing.

b- Customers can diffuse or spread the advertising message, which raised their interest and attracted their attention through buzz marketing or viral marketing.

c- The guerrilla marketing is a low budget form of marketing as its message is presented one time unexpectedly and it does not require high costs depending on ambush marketing.

![Guerrilla Marketing Stimuli and Effects](https://jaauth.journals.ekb.eg/)

**Fig.2.** Guerrilla Marketing Stimuli and Effects  
Source: (Hutter and Hoffmann, 2011)

According Baltes and Leibing (2008), there are some skilful focuses that companies should depend on when adopting guerrilla marketing:

a- Focusing on the advertising message *i.e.* the company should carry out a big catchy advertising campaign at the proper place to attract people's attention rather than carrying out many costly advertising campaigns.

b- Focusing on the company's ideology *i.e.* the company should introduce the service or product to the customer without neglecting its ideology and deal with the customer as a part of it and not vice versa.

c- Focusing on the advertising uniqueness *i.e.* the company should create a variation amongst its advertising styles for marketing two of its products/services.

d- Focusing on the difference *i.e.* the company should look for different and out of the box advertising ways, instead of the usual ones that other forms of marketing apply to reach to customers.

e- Focusing on the influence *i.e.* guerrilla marketing should always look for creating a true impact on customers through its distinct advertising message.

f- Focusing on the flexibility and agility *i.e.* guerrilla marketing should be able to change or be changed easily according to the situation to assure the complete
success, particularly when its advertising message is unusual and not presented in the same way of others'.

g- Capitalising on customers' bad notions about the product/service i.e. the company must confront the customers' notions that can be formed too early, specially without enough thought or knowledge, and clarify to them the reason behind its existence.

3- The discrepancies between guerrilla marketing and traditional marketing:
According to Mughari (2011), Isaac (2014) and Akandere (2014), it can be inferred that guerrilla marketing differs from traditional marketing as indicated in the following table (1):

**Table 1**
Guerrilla Marketing versus Traditional Marketing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guerrilla Marketing</th>
<th>Traditional marketing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suitable for small and big companies.</td>
<td>Suitable for big companies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing campaigns do not require a lot of money.</td>
<td>Marketing campaigns do require a lot of money.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent on other forms of marketing, which are its tools.</td>
<td>Independent and a self-contained marketing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explains the idea in an interesting new way.</td>
<td>Explains the idea in a monotones way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent on the psychological factor.</td>
<td>Dependent on the experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focuses on the pleasure of people for creating their approval and satisfaction towards the advertised product/service.</td>
<td>Focuses on carrying out marketing by usual means of promotion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creates an interest followed by a desire in buying the product/service.</td>
<td>Common and not very interesting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4- Marketing in airline companies
Marketing has become the basic function of all business organisations (Theodossiou & Chrisa, 2007). Based its role, individuals can satisfy their needs and requirements by creating, offering, and exchanging valuable products and services (Kotler et al., 2015). Marketing is a set of processes that are carried out in an organised way to communicate, create, exchange and deliver offerings that can add value for both of customers and society (AMA, 2013). Accordingly, marketing tools have become necessary for all different activities (Hossain and Rahman, 2017). In the current competitive business environment, companies have become keen on utilising many advertising messages to convince customers to buy their offered products and/or services. Moreover, in the current era of internationalisation, globalisation and digitisation, traditional forms of marketing and advertising e.g. advertisements in magazines, newspapers, hoardings, trade fairs, television, radio and direct mail (Bhayani & Vachhani, 2014; Balážiová, & Spálová 2020) became relatively obsolete and cannot effectively be consistent with new variables of life (Akdoğan & Altuntaş, 2015; Geraghty & Conway 2016). Furthermore, traditional forms of marketing can cause a lack of interest amongst customers towards the advertising messages,
particularly when customers encounter many of these monotonous messages in a frequent way (Tümmer, et al., 2019). Thus, it is important to get them replaced by better unconventional forms of marketing e.g. guerrilla marketing (Nahar & Adithya, 2017). The airline industry developed over the years when travelling by air became one of the common ways of travelling amongst a large segment of people (Chen et al., 2008). As a result, the competition amongst airline companies intensified as each airline wants to attract the largest proportion of the target passengers (Kilinc et al., 2012; Adeniran, 2016). Hence, marketeers in airline companies have primarily focused on attracting different passengers of various travel purposes depending on various forms of marketing (Camilleri, 2018). Airline companies also depend on the quality of their offered services to passengers and the safety of their flights as a way of marketing, particularly when these information are transferred amongst passengers through the word of mouth (Reddy & Singh, 2019). Green marketing is another marketing form that some airlines do apply e.g. Flybe, EasyJet and Virgin Atlantic through implementing environmentally friendly practices in their flights and in all their provided services to passengers (Mayer et al., 2014). As to EgyptAir Airlines, its marketing process is done through the general administration of marketing, which is divided into the publicity administration, the administration of marketing communications and the administration of marketing programmes (EgyptAir, 2021). In the current technological age, airlines depend on adopting different forms of digital marketing through the use of their official electronic website, social media, applications of mobile phones and advertisements of search engines (Karaağaoğlu & Çiçek, 2019; Boix & Sánchez, 2021). As a result, EgyptAir Airlines has an administration for digital marketing, which is responsible for operating its digital marketing processes (EgyptAir, 2021). By browsing the electronic website of EgyptAir Airlines, it was found that the site includes all information that passengers need about the company and its services, which are presented in seven languages (http://www.egyptair.com). According to EgyptAir’s annual report (2018-2019), EgyptAir Airlines has applied the mobile portal as a new service to be utilised by passengers through smart phones. This service is regarded as an application of digital marketing as it helps in digitally saving the boarding card on the passenger's smart phone, provide updated information about check-in times, timetables, luggage, classes, offers, latest news and the access to social media pages of the company. However, digital marketing can be confined to people who are skilled in utilising the internet and able to browse the electronic website of the airline (Almendros et al., 2015). Furthermore, EgyptAir Airlines is one of the airline companies that is keen on enhancing its brand name by carrying out continuous improvements in passengers’ services to increase their satisfaction (Ashour et al., 2020). It has adopted some strategies for facilitating its air aviation, which acted as an indirect form of marketing. One of these strategies was joining the Star Alliance, which helped in affirming its brand name in the airlines' market and resulted in realising a noticeable increase in the number of its passengers as well as in its market share (O’Connell & Warnock-Smith, 2012).
Methodology

The airlines environment is characterised by its competitiveness and dynamism. The marketing process of an airline is important for defining products and determining the sales' method (Misetic et al., 2007). Considering the important role that guerrilla marketing plays as untraditional form of marketing for small-sized and large-sized companies, this research utilised a mixed methodology through incorporating both of primary and secondary data. The secondary sources were discussed above and included theoretical studies which are related to the subject of study. The primary data depended on the qualitative method, and were gathered and presented after conducting interviews with the total (18) members of the marketing and sales department at the senior management of EgyptAir Airlines; including the sales and marketing manager, the digital marketing manager, the marketing research specialist as well as (15) marketing executives. The interview was conducted with the mentioned interviewees in the period from 26th of June 2021 to 29th of July 2021.

Because of the importance of EgyptAir Airlines as the flag carrier of the Arab Republic of Egypt (Samy, 2016), it was chosen to be the place for carrying out the field study. The interview questions consisted of (6) questions about the extent of guerrilla marketing adoption in EgyptAir Airlines and its role in increasing its market share, as follow:

1- The most common marketing tools adopted in EgyptAir Airlines:

Interviewees answered that EgyptAir Airlines always tries to adopt the most effective marketing methods that aim to attract the largest proportion of passengers for increasing its tickets' sales and market share. The company is keen on advertising its services, the newest innovations and updates it implements. They explained that in the past years, EgyptAir Airlines depended on traditional forms of marketing and promotion such as publications e.g. pamphlets, fliers, the annual report of EgyptAir Airlines, and its periodical magazine; Horus, which gives travel information as well as information about EgyptAir and its recent services. A two-minutes television advertisement about EgyptAir Airlines was also utilised as a way to remind people with EgyptAir, its logo and slogan, which is quite important for keeping the company's mental image. When EgyptAir Airlines joined Star Alliance in 2008, which is the world's largest global airline alliance, this has played a crucial role in increasing its tickets' sales through co-chairing and tickets' conjunction with other member airlines, and this acted as another form of marketing in EgyptAir Airlines. The marketing process of EgyptAir Airlines also depends on the sales' promotion through its participation in some important events related to the airline industry e.g. IATA fairs. Furthermore, free or discounted tickets that are offered to passengers in some occasions e.g. the mother's day and the 23rd of July day, also act as a kind of marketing.

Interviewees emphasised that at the present time, EgyptAir Airlines is highly dependant on digital marketing as it is one of the most effective forms of marketing in the current technological era. This has come by creating the official website of EgyptAir that includes all information and data that passengers need, its social media pages on Twitter and Facebook, its official Youtube channel and its passengers' e-
mail list that is used to send promotional advertisements about the company to its passengers. They also noted that, the current dependence of EgyptAir Airlines on digital marketing comes alongside the mentioned traditional marketing methods that have been applied by the company's marketing team for years ago.

**2- The most effective marketing tools that achieved a real increase in the market share of EgyptAir Airlines:**
Interviewees stated that digital marketing constitutes the most important marketing tool at the present time. Simply, by browsing the electronic website of EgyptAir Airlines, passengers can get information about everything they need e.g. timetables, itinerary, travelling classes, in-flight services, flights' durations, flights' stopovers, special offers, special requests, meals, and everything they could ask for about flights. Furthermore, they can book the flight and get their PNR; Passenger Name Record, at anytime from any place.

**3- The adoption of guerrilla marketing in EgyptAir Airlines as an untraditional low-cost way for increasing its market share:**
Interviewees answered that despite the role that guerrilla marketing plays in the marketing process of many companies, it is not widely adopted in airlines. EgyptAir Airlines is not highly dependant on guerrilla marketing as it is not clearly included in its marketing plan. However, sometimes EgyptAir Airlines depends on sensory marketing in airports either in Egypt or abroad by utilising catchy hoardings and signs about EgyptAir's passenger's cabin, cabin crew, classes, meals and other associated services. Furthermore, models of EgyptAir's logo with the Star Alliance logo and some models of its aeroplanes can be also found in airports.

**4- If "no", the reasons impeding the adoption of guerrilla marketing in EgyptAir Airlines:**
Interviewees stated that adopting new marketing tools other than those that are stipulated in the marketing plan of EgyptAir Airlines constitutes a challenge; represented in the need of a new kind of marketeers and some administrative procedures to approve and implement the new marketing strategy. They also mentioned that guerrilla marketing can be more effective for a special kind of companies e.g. food and beverages companies, restaurants and coffee bars. Is it not convenient enough to be adopted as a main marketing strategy in airline companies. However, they declared that guerrilla marketing can be adopted as a supplementary form of marketing alongside other forms of marketing in EgyptAir Airlines e.g. digital marketing, but not as a sole form of marketing. In other words, it can be adopted as an additional form of marketing for realising a more widespread existence for the brand name of EgyptAir Airlines, with the basic marketing tools that are already adopted in the company.

**5- The kind of advertising messages that EgyptAir Airlines will depend on if it will apply guerrilla marketing for increasing its market share:**
Interviewees stated that directing unconventional messages at places where a large number of potential passengers could exist is key. These places could be for instance airports, business districts and shopping centres. Therefore, sending catchy
advertising messages in these places is important. These massages could be, for instance, by utilising catchy electric hoardings about EgyptAir Airlines' services, more models of its newest aeroplanes and models of EgyptAir's aeroplanes' seats to act, for instance as seats in a newly opened coffee bar.

6- The benefits that EgyptAir Airlines can get in its market share by adopting guerrilla marketing:
Interviewees stated that the interesting and attractive advertising messages that guerrilla marketing presents could help in revealing more positive facts about EgyptAir Airlines, its services, and its newest innovations in a more memorable way. This will help in increasing talks about EgyptAir Airlines amongst a large proportion of people either verbally or through social media, which can help in encouraging a new category of potential travellers to utilise EgyptAir Airlines as their carrier. Therefore, the adoption of guerrilla marketing can also help in widely increasing its brand name and level of competition with other airline companies, and this for sure will reflect positively on its market share.

Conclusion
This paper has presented an investigation into the impact of adopting guerrilla marketing on increasing the market share of EgyptAir Airlines. Regarding both of theoretical and practical parts of this research, it was found out that guerrilla marketing is not a new marketing tool, as it dates back to the eighties of the last century. However, in the current years, guerrilla marketing plays an important role in increasing sales and market share of small and medium-sized companies. Furthermore, it is applied in large-sized companies for retaining their brand name and increasing their market share. Guerrilla marketing depends on the use of interesting and untraditional advertising messages that catch people's attention towards them. Regarding EgyptAir Airlines, it was found out that guerrilla marketing is not highly adopted in it, whilst digital marketing is mainly adopted. However, sometimes EgyptAir Airlines launches sensory marketing campaigns in airports, which depends on catchy hoardings and signs about its flights and models of its logo and aeroplanes. It has been found out that guerrilla marketing can be added as an ancillary role with the basic role that digital marketing and other forms of marketing play in the company's marketing process. If the unconventional advertising messages of guerrilla marketing will be precisely adopted in EgyptAir Airlines, they will encourage people to watch it, talk about it and use the company as a carrier. This will increase the brand name of the company, its sales and consequently its market share.

Recommendations addressed to the marketing and sales department at the senior management of Egypt Air Airlines:
- Eliminating unnecessary bureaucratic procedures and red tape that impede the application of new or unconventional marketing strategies.
- Increasing the number of the qualified members in the marketing and sales department, who are aware of varied and unconventional forms of marketing.
- Increasing the co-operation amongst EgyptAir Airlines, other marketing agencies and marketing experts in order to benefit from their expertise and apply more effective and unconventional marketing strategies e.g. guerrilla marketing.

- Hiring marketeers who are aware of the guerrilla marketing mix i.e. ambient marketing, sensory marketing, buzz marketing, viral marketing and ambush marketing, in order to be aware of its vital practices and effective adoption.

- Conducting guerrilla marketing researches in order to be able to identify different patterns of guerrilla marketing and adopt them in an effective way, as well as to determine and focus on the target people.

- Adopting guerrilla marketing to act as a supplementary marketing strategy alongside other marketing strategies which are adopted in EgyptAir Airlines.

- Determining which tool of guerrilla marketing would be the best to reach to the target people and leave a continuing impression.

- Creating an advertising guerrilla message involving the following characteristics which are the unexpectedness, creativity, clarity, conciseness and interactivity with the target people in order to attain the desired goals.

- Exploiting the most effective places e.g. airports and shopping centres either in Egypt or abroad for sending the guerrilla marketing message so that potential passengers of EgyptAir Airline can be attracted to it.

- Exploiting important tourism and airlines' events e.g. conferences, exhibitions and fairs for sending the guerrilla marketing message of EgyptAir Airlines by, for instance, creating attractive signs, hoardings and action figures about Egypt Air Airlines, its services and its staff to be utilised at these events.

- Inviting some celebrities and public figures, for instance to put on the logo and slogan of EgyptAir Airlines in major important events instead of being a formal sponsor to that event.
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دور تطبيق التسويق الجوريلا في زيادة الحصة السوقية لمصر للطيران للخطوط الجوية
أحمد عادل حماد

الملخص

تعتمد الحصة السوقية التي تمتلكها الشركات بشكل رئيسي على العملية التسويقية لمنتجاتها وخدماتها. يعتبر تطبيق طرق تسوية غير تقليدية واحدة من العوامل الهامة نحو تحقيق النجاح للكثيرات. يهدف هذا البحث إلى توضيح أثر التسويق الجوريلا في زيادة الحصة السوقية لمصر للطيران للخطوط الجوية من خلال تطبيق استراتيجية التسويق الجوريلا، يمكن تسويق تذاكر مصر للطيران للخطوط الجوية بطريقة جيدة وذات تكاليف منخفضة، وكنتيجة لذلك سوف تزداد الحصة السوقية للشركة. يقوم هذا البحث بدراسة مفهوم التسويق الجوريلا، والدور الذي يقوم به، ومدى تطبيقه في مصر للطيران للخطوط الجوية. اعتمد هذا البحث على البيانات الأولية من خلال إجراء مقابلات شخصية مع ثمانية عشر عضو من قسم التسويق والمبيعات في الإدارة العليا لمصر للطيران للخطوط الجوية. اعتمد البحث أيضاً على استخدام مصادر مختلفة للبيانات الثانوية المتعلقة بموضوع البحث. أوضحت النتائج أن التسويق الجوريلا غير مطبق على نطاق واسع في مصر للطيران للخطوط الجوية، وذلك باستمرار قيام الشركة باستخدام بعض اللوحات الإعلانية الجذابة والمفيدة لنظر في المطارات، حيث إن التسويق الرقمي هو الأسلوب التسويقي الذي تعتمد عليه شركة بشكل أساسي. من ثم، يوصي البحث بتطبيق التسويق الجوريلا من قبل مصر للطيران للخطوط الجوية كوسيلة تسوية غير تقليدية مساهمة في زيادة الحصة السوقية لها.